Stewart Warner Streamline gauges provide a fresh yet classic look for marine, with 3 dial colors to choose, domed lenses and low-profile bezels that work for OEMs and distributors alike.

- Reinforced cases, moisture- and abrasion-resistant
- High-performance gauge motors; sealed components for maximum protection
- Domed lens, low-profile bezels & black-red pointers with reinforced stems
- 2-1/16” gauges, 3-3/8” tachometers & speedometers; matching senders
- Optional fully sealed units with proven anti-fog coating

DDBI: BEST J1939 GAUGES IN THE BUSINESS

DDBI™—Direct Data-Bus Instruments—offer DIRECT connections to the vehicle’s bus network—no costly, separate instrument controller or “gateway” required. Totally sealed, with stepper motors, LED lighting and integral connectors.

- Specially designed case with integral sealed connector
- LED backlighting, LED lit pointers, built-in LED gauge warning lights
- Stepper motors for improved reliability and accuracy
- Tachometer & speedometer LCD displays J1939 bus information
- Units process digital & analog inputs, such as fuel level

Call Maxima or your distributor for more information